
Department of Genetics, University of Wisconsin
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Dec. 14, 1951

2 Dear Alain:

We are really very sorry to have to report this to you, but we
could not locate a copy of the Coll@ar's issue that you asked for.
What makes it worse is that Roger Stanier had left one with us, and
we read it. We did not remember throwing it out, but it must have
been included with trash just before we received your letter,

From what wa can gather from comment in various places, this
issue and its importance have bean greatly exaggerated, especially
in France.The whole scheme was a publicity stunt that reflects noone's
Cpinions, not even the editors of the magazine. The worst thing about
it, of course, was the implication that although there might be a few
mincr incidnets such as the atomic destruction of Nen York, Washington
and some other cities, that the West would be bound to win without a
great deal of trouble. The lurid art♥work waa probably mich worse than
the storlas thasaslves, aithough sous of them sound like a Hollywood
scenario with a happy ending. Colliers justifies itself by insisting
that, like the American people, they do not want war-- but they are
Just silly to suggest that such nonsense like thig ts going to scareRussia out of starting anything. 1 an serry to learn that &t has succeasied
in frightening Europe, outbthere just isn't that much to it,

T hore that you can convey to your friérds that o lot of nonsense is
going to be coming out of this country di anticipation of the 1952
presidential elections. It would be a mistake to take much of it too@ seriously, sl though there probably will, of couren, he some alterations
in the direction of our foreign polisy if the Kepublicans take over.
Yery likely they are exerting as auch of an tnflusnce now, in a negative
wey, ag they would be able to do if they ware actuslly in the position
of facing the world of facts as an Adwingitzatica, rather then an Opposition.
Since you are working so close to sare, I suopose you ere going to bse
asked toe whether you think Eisenhower will run. Everyones here is convincedthat he will, unless Taft looks to be unbaatble. It ie an epen question
whether he could take tia nomination away fron Taft, but the convention
might bea deadlocked between them. As tie Boss on, the glamor of Eisan-
howeyag seens to diminish.

The books you asked for will be sent aa soon as xxkm I can get them.
Do you think you could find « copy of a new book by Catcheside~♥ a textbookof microbiel genetigs? It has been published by Cambridge University Press,but no copies have been seen here. Esther and I would also be interested
in some current French literature in paperback editions. if you can thinkof anything that would be interesting. Unfortunately, there is very littlecomparable in American publication, but if anything would meet your fancylet us know. Can you get Americam 25♥cent "pocket♥books" in Paris?

Why don't you write in French: your English is good enough that you
need no more practise, and if you're not careful, we may adopt your
tongue. -

♥

I am especially glad to hear you have made better working arrangementsom. Ackerknecht-~ whom I finally got to meet for the first time recently-
told me much the same thing. ,

Sincerely

oO and this

means.ofpoyres

Fethen
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